Welcome to the City of Sisseton’s

Pedestrian Path

Distance: Approximately 1 Mile

SISSETON
BLAZE A NEW TRAIL!

How to Enjoy this Path

Be careful crossing streets & highways.

Call "on the left", when passing from the behind.

Ride bikes single file, yeild to pedestrians.

Pets must be leashed and cleaned up after.

PROHIBITED: Engine-powered vehicals, littering, alcohol, horses or vandalism.

Path Hours of Operation: Sunrise to Sunset.

HEALTHY ACTIVITIES ON ROUTE

ON PATH: Walking, jogging, cycling and rollerblading

DRENTTEL PARK: Sliding, swinging, climbing

SWIMMING POOL: Swimming (summer months)

ATHLETIC COURTS: Basketball, tennis

ANDERSON PARK: Basketball, Sliding, swinging, climbing

SLEDDING HILL: Sledding (winter months)

ICE SKATING POND: Skating (winter months)

SHS ATHLETIC FIELD: Football, track & field events, walking, running

Path Constructed Summer 2010
A cooperative project of the City of Sisseton and the South Dakota Department of Transportation
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